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ABSTRACT

A tool aiming at the automatic segmentation of connected 
speech into tone units has been developed. The program
analyses various acoustic parameters (pauses, voicing
breaks and restarts, energy patterns) in order to extract
prosodic coherent units. As usual in these cases, in order to 
evaluate the reliability of the system, a comparison between 
the software outputs and data deriving from the manual
analysis performed by one or more human experts has been 
considered. This paper will describe a procedure used to
determine the accordance degree for the segmentation in
tone units of connected Italian. A group of 11 expert Italian 
prosodists were asked to work on a common set of
utterances derived by a map-task corpus, the resulting
accordance degree is, on average, less than 75%, indicating 
a relatively high level of division among the experts about 
tone unit definition. Their decision were compared with the
automatically produced ones. Accurate observation were
conducted on the acoustic features available on the unit
boundaries both in the case of maximum accordance and in 
that of minimum accordance. Outcomes of this analysis
have been used to improve the algorithms’ reliability.

1. INTRODUCTION

The number of national and international projects
concerning the collection and the annotation of spoken
language corpora is highly increasing in the last years.
Requirements produced within these kind of projects
strongly demand that the process of association between
linguistic labels and speech signal portion would be stable 
and repeatable even when many different human operators 
manually operate on the corpus at the same time. In other
words, it is often claimed the problem of evaluating the
robustness and the reliability of a procedure for
hand-labelling a corpus by means of equipes formed by
many operators, keeping as much under control as possible 
the unavoidable variability. Usually this variation is
evaluated giving the same corpus portion to many operators 
and analysing the differences (both in terms of label
assignment and of missed coincidence of temporal markers) 
obtained comparing the output produced by each operator.
In many projects semi-automatic segmenters and labellers
are used as a guide to the annotation process, in this case the
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 expert can at any time modify the proposed solution.
ra can be annotated both at segmental and at
segmental level, obviously the problem of reliability
omparability of the results assumes very different
in the two cases. 

is paper we will describe the problem of the
riness hidden within the process of deciding the

ons of tone-unit boundaries in spoken Italian. The
nce corpus for this work is API [1] a Map-task dialog 
s of spoken Italian. 

rature many papers concern with the definition of the 
olds of accord that can be considered as acceptable
different operators analyse the same corpus. This
tage varies from project to project and it depends on 
lected system of annotation, on the presence of a
utomatic aid for the segmentation and the assignment 
els, on the number of operators  involved in the
t and, finally, on the dimensions of the corpus. To
 corpus of American English at the intonational level,
ng the ToBI system, Silverman et alii [2] established 
criterion of minimal reliability for the accord among 
nt transcrbers/segmenters has to bring to a
ability of the results of 80%; within the German
t Verbmobil [3], in order to minimise the variability,
ocedures of individualization of prosodic labels and
strategies of boundaries positioning have been

ied in accord with the results of a series of perceptual 
trangert & Heldner [4], analyzing the intra-operator
ility  in a task of prosodic labelling, stressed the
tance of the role played by the choosen operative
ol; in their proposal the protocol includes
oacoustical  aspects in general and proper of the
y perception in particular. With their system of
ic labelling applied to a corpus of spoken
neous Sweden, Strangert & Heldners achieved an
ent intra-operator that, according to the selected

ic criterion, ranges in the interval 59-81% [4].

AUTOMATIC VS. MANUAL ANALYSES

n the national project API [1], whose purpose is the
tion and the annotation of a large number of map-task
ues of spoken Italian, a consistent portion of work
en destined to the segmentation of the speech chain
ne units. These units have been analysed on rhythmic 



and intonational plan using methodologies that will not be 
discussed in the present paper. As a part of the project, a
software procedure named APA - Automatic Prosodic
Analysis - has been settled-up. This procedure aims at
furnishing an help to all the operators that are supposed to 
analyse corpus portions, proposing a picture of the possible 
segmentation of the speech signal into tone units [5].

Algorithms in the procedure are language-independent and 
based on specific acoustic properties of the signal. In
particular APA, using the f0 curve and the temporal energy 
pattern, attempts a subdivision in syllables, individuates
pauses longer than 300 ms, classifies the f0 resets and the
energy minima [5], producing in this way a first subdivision 
of the sequence in macro-units that largely corresponds to 
one or more TU. 

Figure 1: Original signal (upper) and f0 pattern overlapped 
with the proposed automatic segmentation in
TU(lower) obtained using APA.

One of the possible outputs generated by APA is presented 
in Figure 1. The speech signal in the upper part of the graph 
is processed in order to determine f0 pattern. Processing
involves various phases, including a pitch stylisation
function and an accurate analyses of various kind of energy
patterns. In particular we analysed the variations of the
temporal energy trend calculated with two different
temporal windows as we will describe in § 4.3.

As illustrated in [5], deviations from the human manual
analysis observed in the APA output can be divided in
various categories:

a) deletion errors: corresponding to a missing marker. In
this case two or more predetermined units are taken
together by the program;

b) insertion errors: corresponding to an added marker. In
this case a predetermined unit is splitted into two;

c) misplacement error: in this case the marker falls in a
wrong position, usually within a word.

In this paper we will specifically deal with the cases of
deletion errors. We are strongly interested at studying why 
the segmentation algorithm gathers in an unique undivided 
sequence one or more portions that experts operators would 
have pointed out as two or more TU.

In many of these cases the analysis procedure cannot
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ble in the signal, but not with the attended relevance. 
 have previously observed, in order to estimate the

er and the type of errors made by the APA system, a 
rison with the manual segmentation produced by an 
 is necessary. At the same time a confirm of the
ability of human experts judgement can be only
ed by comparing the answers furnished by more than 
xpert: we should not expect that the software

ility could get over the inter-operator rate of
ance. As we are going to show, it is surprising that

ocess of subdivision of a speech chain into TU seems 
not sufficiently repeatable. To verify the degree of
ion of this problem we have set the test that we will 
uce in the next paragraph.

3. METHODS

sed speech material has been drawn out from the API 
s [1].
pert operator manually analysed some corpus portion 
sing TU boundaries for a large number of dialog turns. 
 same time APA performed its processing on the same
 material. After a comparison between the list of
aries proposed  by the human expert and the one
sed by APA, we selected 18 turns or portions turns, 15 
se were signals on which APA effected a subdivision 
 different from that of the expert while the remaining 
 segmented in the same way (one TU only) in the
l and in the automatic procedure, were considered as 

 and randomly added to the selection.

t of audio signals has been therefore sent to 11 Italian 
ticians with declared experience in the sector of the
ic analysis. Each participant to the test has been

 to point out, making use of the methodology that
 considered as the most suitable, how many tone
were observable in each audio file. Participants were 
d to decide according to phonetic or phonological
tion of TU they preferred, it means that no theoretical 
thodological suggestion was a priori given. In the
ctions that accompanied the audio material it was
sly foreseen the possibility to have some doubts (in

case we suggested to answer "I don't know"); we
 to indicate each found TU by signalling the word
ponding to its right boundary.

4. RESULTS

MBER OF TU IN EACH AUDIO FILE 
gure 2 the number of TU pointed out by every
ipant to the test for the 18 audio signals analysed are 
. The agreement among the experts appears clearly
nly in one case (file 16) all the experts have divided 
nal unanimously in two tonal units, in all other cases 
ainty is almost diffused: up to six possible different
rs can be found for the same sequence. However,
e this variability, we observe that in the most of the



cases it is always possible to find a dominant answer and
that, behind that most frequent value, the distribution of the 
remaining possible answers can assume various shapes.
These distributions are then directly related to degree of
ambiguity included in the task and in the speech material. 
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Figure 2: number of TU individuated in each audio file by 
the participants to the test

Data presented in Fig. 2 can be empirically divided into two 
subsets. The first one is that constituted by the files for
which the percentage of general accord gets over 80% (i.e. 
see items n° 6,7,10,11) and the second for which such
percentage doesn't go beyond 50% (i.e. see items n° 2, 9, 12, 
17). The distributions in these two subsets are relatively
different: those with a value above 80% obviously leave
little space to the variability of the remaining answers,
while those with values distributed in a more uncertain way 
show more answers with similar values in a picture which
makes sometimes difficult to individuate the most probable 
answer.

4.2 BOUNDARIES POSITIONING 
Even if various operators can provide strong difference in
the absolute number of TU present in each audio file an, the 
position of the inner TU boundaries established by the
operators can result more regular than expected. The
example that follows will try to explain better this concept. 
Consider the sentence:

Sara, allora c’hai sulla tua sinistra una figura che viene definita colibrì

Sarah then (you) have on your left a picture that is defined (as) hummig-bird

an operator could decide that it has been pronounced
producing two different TU:

Sara, allora c’hai sulla tua sinistra // una figura che viene definita colibrì

while a second expert could propose the segmentation:

Sara // allora c’hai sulla tua sinistra // una figura che viene definita colibrì

In this case there would be no accord on the number of TU 
in the utterance but both the participants to the test would
agree on the fact that the word "sinistra" coincides with a
right TU boundary.

In Figure 3 the percentages of agreement on the boundary
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ONETIC CUES 

rned back to the signal analysis in order to verify what
tic cues were available in the signal in
pondence with time markers most frequently pointed 
 TU boundaries. We decided to operate on a restricted 
cues:

sence/absence of minimum in the temporal energy
tern A. The pattern A is obtained with a temporal
lysis windows fixed at 160 ms;

sence/absence of minimum in the temporal energy
tern B. The pattern B is obtained with a temporal
lysis windows varying with the syllable length;

sence/absence of unvoiced breaks in the f0 pattern and 
temporal extension;

sence/absence of consistent jumps across the
viously cited unvoiced breaks and its extension;

sence/absence of absolute or relative minima in the f0

tern within the word coincident with the TU
ndary.

selected the 16 most cited TU boundaries
sponding with the data pointed by the first three
n of histogram in Figure 3). Accurate description of 
cues were performed by means of various software
specifically realised within the APA project. Table 1
 the obtained results.

res. energy 160 62,5%
res. energy syl 25,0%
. f0 unvoice break 75,0% avg dur 210ms
reak extension from -40 to 40 mean 10

pres. f0 minima 31,3% absolute 44,7% relative

 1: presence and distribution of the considered
prosodic cues within the most cited boundaries. 



Table 1 shows that the most recurrent phonetic cue which
can be observed in coincidence with a TU boundary is the 
presence of an unvoiced break with an average duration of 
210 ms. Unvoiced break are more frequent than f0 minima 
(whatever relative or absolute they could be). This peculiar 
cue is connected both with voluntary pauses planned by the 
speakers and with intonational restarts due to melodic
programming. The temporal extension of 210 ms seems to 
fix the threshold (at least for Italian) at which this break
cannot to be confused with a simple unvoiced segment. The 
extension (in Hz) of this break seem to play a role too: its 
slope is mainly increasing (negative breaks are only 3 on
12), signalling that an intonational re-planning preceded by 
an interruption of voicing usually assumes the form of an f0

positive jump. 

Ranking of strategic cues listed in Table 1 follows with the 
energy minima encountered in the energy pattern A in
62,5% of cases. Differently from the syllabic pattern B a
time scale slightly shorter than the one related to the
syllable duration (in Italian the average syllabic duration is 
about 250ms) seems to optimally put in evidence the
intensity declination, when available. As can easily
confirmed looking at the data relative to the f0 minima, at
this stage of our analyses no precise evidence of how
finding cues for individuating f0 declination has been
found.

f0 breaks and minima in energy pattern B seem to run very
often together: only in a very few cases “B” minima are not 
encountered within the voice breaks.

I. DISCUSSION

Results here analysed clearly show that the percentages of
agreement among the operators remains undoubtedly
below the standards defined in the international literature
and of which we have reported in §1.

The initial choice of not giving the definition of tone unit to 
which to refer to the experts that participated in the test
could be considered the principal cause of variability in the 
produced evaluations. In a project of manual labelling of a 
corpus, this fundamental factor of variability would be
avoided by the imposition of specifications as clearer as
possible rendering as less subjective as possible the choices 
in the difficult cases. During the collection and the
annotation of spoken Italian the problem of defining how to 
set the tone units boundaries has been relatively delayed as 
in the first phase many projects decided to focus mainly on 
the segmental aspects. 

The phonetic analyses of the acoustic cues mainly implied 
in the automatic determination of the APA output seems to 
give precious indications on how better results can be
obtained improving the algorithm’s performance. However 
many efforts should be still made, expecially in the
direction of finding other significant cues.
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question remains anyway unanswered: which
tion should be employed in a project aiming at the
ic description of a corpus of spoken Italian? 

perspective in which the analysis of the phonetic
rties of spoken Italian, through a process of
rical abstraction, leads us to the determination of the
ponding phonology, we should return to discuss
how phonetic cues are is in relation with general

stic facts. A deterministic analysis of the prosodic
eters, based on rules that a speech processing
thm could univocally follow, could be considered a

initial approach to subsequently redefine the
tical bases of the prosodic phonology on the base of 

sults of these kind of analyses. 
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